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Qualified Remodeler Magazine Names Hogan Design & 
Construction Bronze Master Design Award Winner   

 Geneva, IL (October 22, 2020) – Each year, Qualified Remodeler 
Magazine showcases creative solutions in the remodeling and construction 
industry, awarding three companies with the coveted Master Design designation 
for extraordinary project excellence. Hogan Design & Construction (HDC) was 
named the 2020 Bronze Master Design Award winner, selected from hundreds of 
entries in the 42nd year of the award program.   

Master Design Award submissions are judged by eight industry professionals, 
scoring project entries across 22 categories. Each year, Quality Remodeler 
Magazine accepts project entries from companies across the country. Project 
entries from this year were deemed some of the best in the history of the award 
program. HDC’s award-winning project was an 800 square foot kitchen remodel 
in Geneva, Illinois. The angular layout of the kitchen posed several difficult 
design aspects. The challenge, create a brighter, more open-concept area for 
cooking and entertaining for better day-to-day functionality. The original kitchen 
layout was confined and congested and didn’t lend itself to ease of use. “By 
addressing the traffic flow and odd angles, we were able to deliver on our client’s 
expectations,” said Brian Hogan, Owner of Hogan Design & Construction (HDC). 
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For more information on the Qualified Remodeler Magazine 2020 Master Design 
Awards, please visit the website at https://www.qualifiedremodeler.com/
residential-interior-more-than-100000/. 

Established in 2000, Hogan Design & Construction (HDC) is celebrating 20-years 
in business. HDC is a residential and commercial remodeler and home builder 
with specialized designations and certifications in the following areas; Specially 
Adapted Housing (SAH), Adaptive Living, and Certified Aging In Place Specialist 
(CAPS). At HDC, we use our vision to see the world as it is, and as it could be. 
Our unique and innovative process starts with building strong customer 
relationships that continue with expectations surpassed. HDC is deeply rooted 
within the communities in which we live & work. For additional information, 
please visit our website at http://www.hdcbuild.com or call (630) 991 8700. 
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